Step-scan IR spectroelectrochemistry with ultramicroelectrodes: nonsurface enhanced detection of near femtomole quantities using synchrotron radiation.
The result of interfacing step-scan spectroelectrochemistry with an IR microscope and synchrotron infrared (SIR) radiation is provided here. An external reflectance cell containing a 25 μm gold ultramicroelectrode is employed to achieve an electrochemical time constant less than one microsecond. The use of a prototypical electrochemical system, i.e., the mass-transport controlled reduction of ferricyanide, allows for a proof of principle evaluation of the viability of SIR for step-scan spectroelectrochemistry. An analysis of the importance of accounting for synchrotron source variation over the prolonged duration of a step-scan experiment is provided. Modeling of the material flux in the restricted diffusion space afforded by the external reflectance cell allows the quantitative IR results to be compared to theoretical predictions. The results indicate that only at very short times does linear diffusion within the cavity dominate the electrode response and the majority of the transient signal operates under conditions of quasi-hemispherical diffusion. The analytical information provided by the IR signal is found to be considerably less than that derived from the current response due the latter's pronounced edge effects. The results provide a detection limit of 36 fmol for step-scan SIR measurements of ferrocyanide. Implications for future IR spectroelectrochemical studies in the microsecond domain are discussed.